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Cancer is a global health concern, therefore, studies over several years 
have intensively investigated the specific characteristics of cancer 
cells, outlining several hallmarks of cancer. Metabolic reprogramming, 
a cellular response that aids cancer cell growth has emerged as one of 
these hallmarks. One aspect of metabolic reprogramming is rewiring 
of the fatty acid (FA) metabolic pathway in cancer cells so as to fulfill 
the biological requirements of the rapidly proliferating cancer cells. 
FAs are biological molecules composed of a carboxy terminal and a 
hydrocarbon chain, and aid cancer cell growth by impacting various 
aspects of cell physiology. Cancer cells often display elevated FA levels 
facilitated by an increase in de novo synthesis from glucose or 
glutamine by FA synthase (FASN) and/or uptake by FA transport 
proteins. Indeed, abrogation of FASN or specific FA uptake proteins 
limits growth of certain tumors. Intracellular saturated FAs may 
subsequently be elongated to longer chain FAs or desaturated by 
stearoyl coA desaturase (SCD), the canonical monodesaturase that 
converts the 16-carbon saturated FA, palmitate (16:0) to palmitoleate 
(16:1 n-7). Indeed, pre-clinical studies have demonstrated benefits of 
SCD inhibition in cancer. However, a major hindrance to their clinical 
translation has been that not all cancers respond to SCD targeting.In 
this thesis, we uncovered that this can be attributed to an alternative 
palmitate monodesaturation pathway catalyzed by fatty acid 
desaturase 2 (FADS2) and leading to the production of the unusual FA, 
sapienate (16:1 n-10). We then showed that FADS2 silencing sensitized 
previously insensitive cells to an SCD inhibitor and markedly curbed the 
growth of liver tumours. Next, we extended these findings in 
glioblastoma (GBM), a particularly hard to treat cancer displaying high 
sapienate production. Current standard of care for GBM is radiation 
with temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy, despite which tumours 
always recur and median survival is ~17 months. We investigated the 
metabolic heterogeneity in GBMs and found that FASN, SCD and FADS2 
expression shows intra-tumoral heterogeneity, reflecting this 
characteristic feature of GBM. Further, we found that intracellular 
palmitate accumulation synergizes with TMZ and markedly induces 
lipotoxic cell death in newly diagnosed and recurrent GBM cells 
cultured in vitro under physiological conditions.  
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